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Fun This Month
Mango Mania

Fill in the empty boxes with mango treats. Each treat 
can occur only once in each column and row.

Every year on May 3, we celebrate World Press 
Freedom Day. It underscores the need for a free 
press to report events happening around the 
world, and reminds us that the media is a strong 
and powerful instrument for voicing opinions. 
This day also emphasizes that the media should 
be defended from attacks on their independence 
and pays tribute to journalists who have lost 
their lives in this profession.

Tongue Twister
Cho chose 
those shoes.

Find the 
Pictures
Can you find each 

of these 8 pictures 

at another place in 

this magazine?

Answer on page 38.
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One step at a time
 A week ago, I started a gardening project. Over the past 

few years, my garden had become full of weeds, wild plants, 
and overgrown branches. I had only one helper because of the 
strict lockdown. On the first day, we cut all the branches. On 
the second day, we pulled out all the weeds and wild plants. 
On the third day, we loosened the soil and cleared it of pebbles 
and roots—I have blisters in my hands after all that digging. 
After a week, we had four beds ready for seeds, and I just 
finished planting tomatoes, cucumbers, spinach, chilies, and 
the entire gourd family. By tackling one thing at a time, I can 
soon add delicious homegrown vegetables to my meals.

 Eiha’s Smile Group, created by Eiha Dixit to plant trees in 
her neighborhood, reminds us that if we just start with the 
first step, we are on the road to achieving what we want. Once 
on that journey, we do face problems, as Eiha did in procuring 
seeds and a place to store plant samplings, but the same 
journey also provided her with solutions when she looked for 
them. It’s remaining on that path, searching for solutions, and 
working with others, that makes the seemingly difficult tasks 
achievable. Read about her on pages 16–17. 

So if you have wanted to do something, but have been 
hesitant because you fear what may come your way, just start 
with the first step. Once you undertake the task, you will find 
solutions—if not by yourself, then with the help of others. And 
if you are on such a journey, and had difficult moments and 
were able to overcome them, please do share. I would love to 
read about them.
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Think Green!
Finished with this issue? Save it to 
reread, or pass it along to a friend, 

classroom, or library. If it’s too worn 
to be read anymore, please recycle it.

By Richa Shah, Managing Editor 
editor.champs@delhipress.in

This magazine of wholesome fun
is dedicated to helping children grow in basic skills and knowledge, 

in creativeness, in ability to think and reason, 
in sensitivity to others, in high ideals and worthy ways of living—

for children are the world’s most important people.

Your friend,
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What makes a house 
a home?

 10 Goofus and Gallant
Don’t be jealous, Goofus!

 11 If you were an editor...
Kids share what they would 
cover in their newspapers.

 12 My Sci
Revealed: the inner workings of 
an umbrella.
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What is a snowman doing 
in a grocery store?

 16 Eiha’s Smile 
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Eiha Dixit wants to plant 
more trees.
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A paper garden!
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We hope these tips help, William. Try to enjoy it!

—William
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 6 Nature’s Chores

Time to wake the butterflies.

 7 The Timbertoes
Tommy wants a close-up 
view of the birds’ nest.
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1 Remember, you 
won’t be alone. It’ll 
be new for all the 
kids in your grade.

2 Teachers will
be there to help.
Soon you’ll know
the new routine. 

3 Each year
up until now has
prepared you for
this. You’re ready!
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 20 A Hairy Fairy Tale
Rapunzel’s fear of haircuts 
gets out of control.

 22 Kids in Charge
Two groups of kids 
making a difference in 
unusual ways.

 26 Two Young Frogs
A silly adventure.

 29 Paws and Think
Shopping for produce.

 30  Stumped
Detective Daksh 
wonders how far to dig 
into this case.

 32 Make a “Scene”!
Fun and wacky 
improv games.

 34 Your Own Pages
See more drawings by 
talented kids like Avni Sodhi.

 36 The Chameleon’s 
Quick Skin Trick
Scientists solve 
a mystery.

 39 BrainPlay
Is it easier to sing 
or to whistle?

 40 Ask Arizona
Tex and Indi help Arizona 
think of a gift idea.

 42 Dear Highlights
Aaron forgot to feed 
the chickens.

Avni Sodhi, Age 9
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Nature’s Chores
Mother Nature does much more
Than count the seasons, one to four.
Early to rise and late to sleep,
She briskly sets a wind to sweep,
Hangs clean rainbows across the skies,
And wakes the sleepy butterf lies.
She washes summer clouds pure white,

By Jeanne B. Hargett
Art by Irena Freitas

Shines the stars that glow each night,
Shakes the faded leaves from trees,
And sets up autumn’s chilly breeze.
Then weaving f lakes she’s softly spun,
She spreads new snow for winter fun,
And hearing children’s laughter ring,
She delays awhile the tasks of spring.

6 MAY 2021
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By Rich Wallace  •  Art by Ron Zalme

The 
Timbertoes

Look—how 
sweet! 

Here comes the 
mama bird! 

Tommy crept closer. 

CHEEP-cheep-

cheep-cheep! 

Oops! 

Tommy wanted a closer look. 

I’ll watch 
from here. 

He scrambled to the ground. 
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The Thing 
About Houses
Our house is small—scrunched in a row of other houses.
There’s only room for one rocker on our porch.
In spring, I help Mama plant seeds in our tiny yard.
It’s easy. You can grow lots of things in a small space if
you are clever like Mama and have what they call a “green thumb.”
The tree in front of our house is crooked. But the birds don’t seem to mind.
In winter, Papa hangs a feeder on one of its branches
and we watch from our window as city birds gather, chirruping.

Some houses are big, with patios wide enough for parties
that could fit everyone in my class.
Some have pools. Or ponds. And f lowy willow trees.
Some houses have garages big enough to fit two cars
and who knows how many bikes.
Mama and Papa and I see those houses when we go for Sunday drives.
And, oh my, they are nice.

By Eileen Spinelli  •  Art by Renée Kurilla and Zoey Zulawnik
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The Thing 
About Houses

But our house—small and scrunched, with a tangled moonf lower vine
shimmering at night on a fence that needs painting
when Papa gets around to it . . .
our house—with only street parking for our car and
a corner of the mudroom for my bike—
is not the biggest or the prettiest.
Not at all.

Our house is simply,
wonderfully, happily
home!

9MAY 2021
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Goofus 
and 
Gallant

There’s some of Goofus and Gallant in us all. 
When the Gallant shines through, we show our best self.

YOUR Goofus and Gallant Moments
“I felt like Goofus 
when I gave my mom a 
hard time while she was 
writing in her journal.”

Laura, Age 10

“I felt like Gallant 
when I volunteered to 
help kids in my class 
with math.”

Luke, Age 9

Art by Leslie Harrington.

“P.J. is supposed to be my friend, 
not Evan’s!” says Goofus.

Gallant knows that his friends 
have other friends too.

“This homework isn’t important. 
I’ll go play instead,” says Goofus.

Idea by Ila Briggs, Age 10, Georgia

“Maybe we can play later. This 
homework is due soon,” says Gallant.

Idea by Ila Briggs, Age 10, Georgia

Tell us when you’ve felt like 
Goofus or Gallant! Write to 

A-4, Shriram Industrial Estate,
Wadala, Mumbai-400031,

Maharashtra
For queries, email: 

highlightschamps@delhipress.in 

10 MAY 2021
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Original

Content
If you were 
an editor…
To celebrate World Press Freedom Day on 
May 3, we asked our readers what topics 

they would cover if they were editors of a 
newspaper. Here’s what they said.

If I am made the editor of a 
newspaper for a day, then I 
will add a lot of comics in my 
paper with funny dialogues. 

Sanskrit Pathak, 
Age 10, Punjab

In my newspaper, a lot of cartoons, jokes, and stories will be 
published. I will also include messages from my friends and 
other people so that they can voice their opinions and share 
their dreams and ambitions with everyone.

Yashasvi Pathak, 
Age 11, New Delhi

If I am the editor of the 

newspaper then I would like to 

publish my name in the 

newspaper. I would also like to 

print many cartoons and my 

parent’s name in the newspaper.

Ansh Yadav, 

Age 6, Haridwar

As the editor, I would write about all the problems we children 
face, like fights between friends, boring school lunches, long 
hours of school, tuition homework, and not being able to play 
during the lockdown. I would ask all my friends to contribute.

Maggie Silveira, 
Age 12-, Mumbai

In my newspaper, I would 
draw a lot of cartoons that 
tell people how the environment is getting 

affected. My newspaper will 
only be available online as 
we don’t want to waste paper. 

Sahil Qureshi,Age 8, Patna

As the editor I would like to 
print many more stories and 
comics in my newspaper.Naxatra Vitin, Age 11, Kerala

If I am the editor of the 
If I am the editor of the 

newspaper then I would like to 

publish my name in the 

newspaper. I would also like to 

print many cartoons and my 

parent’s name in the newspaper.

Maggie Silveira, 
Age 12-, Mumbai

As the editor, I would write about all the problems we children 
face, like fights between friends, boring school lunches, long 

we don’t want to waste paper. 

11MAY 2021
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MYSC  
Under an 
Umbrella
Ploop! The folds of an umbrella’s 
fabric canopy burst into a dome 
shape to protect you from rain 
or sun. This neat little trick 
is courtesy of a simple 
mechanism at work 
underneath—with 
just a little effort 
from you.

Metal or plastic tips 
hold the ribs to the 
edges of the fabric. 

That keeps the fabric 
from sagging.

The stretchers 
push on metal 
ribs attached to 
the waterproof 
fabric, making 
the ribs arch.

As the runner 
slides up, it 
forces rigid 
“stretchers” 

outward.

The runner 
then slides up 

the shaft, 
where another 
spring locks it 

in place.

A press of the 
button releases 
a spring in the 
shaft to unlock 

the sliding piece, 
or runner.

Windy-
Weather Tip

To keep an umbrella 

from flipping inside out, 

aim the top toward 

the wind.

5

1

2

3

4
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If there is gravity, 
why are clouds up 
in the sky?

    Clouds float in the atmosphere 
because the droplets that make 

them are very small and light, 
and wind keeps pushing up 

against them.
Clouds are a bit like a 

swarm of bees. A swarm 
isn’t solid, but each bee is.

Likewise, clouds may look 
solid, but they are made of 

millions of tiny water droplets. 
The droplets are so small that a 

hundred of them might fit on the 
period at the end of this sentence.

These droplets are pulled toward 
Earth by gravity, as all matter is. But 
very small objects have a lot of surface 
area compared to their weight. That 
causes lots of friction as they move 
through the air, slowing their fall and 
making them “float.” (That’s why dust 
and smoke particles seem to float too.)

Upward-blowing air currents also 
keep droplets aloft.

In time, droplets collide and form 
bigger drops. When they become too 
heavy for wind to keep them afloat, 
down they fall as rain.

Lim Zi Zhong, Age 10

By Dougal Dixon
Art by Robert SquierLedumahadi

leh-DOOM-ah-HAH-dee
“a giant thunderclap” (in the Sesotho language)

Ledumahadi was the biggest-
known land animal of its 
time. Like its ancestors, 
Ledumahadi could rise up 
on its hind legs to reach 
the leaves of tall trees. 
But it spent most of its 
time on all fours, like 
its descendants.

Long neck 
with a 

small head

Weighed nearly twice 
what a modern-day 

elephant weighs

WHEN:
200 million years ago

WHERE:
South Africa

HOW LONG:
25 feet

WHAT IT ATE:
Plants

252 201 145 66 Present

Triassic Jurassic Cretaceous Cenozoic

Legs could 
bend, flex, 
and crouch

PAGE: 13 
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Want a 
challenge?

Fold back page 15 

to hide the 

picture clues.

In this big picture, find the paper clip, ruler, spoon, broccoli, comb, knitted hat, toy top, 
slice of pizza, ax, magnet, lollipop, broom, anchor, necktie, and lightning bolt.

Going with the Flow
By Neil Numberman

14 MAY 2021
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Picture Clues

Q: What is a snowman doing 
in a grocery store?

A: Looking for a new nose!
Aanya Jain

Ruhi: What happens when 
winter arrives?

Aashika: It gets cold.
Ruhi: No, autumn leaves!

Ruhi Gupta

Teacher: Children, have you 
prepared for exams?

Students: Yes, ma’am!
Teacher: Chintu, when did 

World War I start and end?
Chintu: It started on page 23 

and ended on page 26.
Om Mankad

Teacher: Tina, what is a cat?
Tina: A cat is an animal.
Mimi: No, ma’am. A cat is the 

tiger’s aunt. 
Ranisha Mitra

Yo-Yo

—Mike Vreeland

Up and down
     the yo-yo goes;
 my friend’s a yo-yo champ.
When I try,
     it just goes yo,
 and then it gets a cramp.

JOKES
“Knock, 
knock.”

“Who’s 
there?”

“Doughnut.”

“Doughnut who?”

“Doughnut shut the 
door, please. I’m 
walking through it.”

Georgia Hanvey

A-4, Shriram Industrial Estate,
Wadala, Mumbai-400031, Maharashtra.

Make us laugh!
Send a joke or riddle, along with your 

name, age, and address, to

BONUS 
Can you also find 
the ice pop, fork, 

needle, and 
pencil?

paper 
clip

toy top

broccoli

magnet

anchor

ruler

slice of 
pizza

comb

lollipop

necktie

knitted 
hat

broom

lightning 
bolt

spoon

ax

15
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Eight-year-old Eiha Dixit loves 
watching cartoons. Motu Patlu 
is one of her favorites and she 
rolls on the floor laughing while 
watching it. Often, she asks her 
parents serious questions while 
watching, but she says, “My 
parents don’t take my questions 
seriously because they think I 
am small.”

Thought of planting 
trees
“One day I was listening to 
Prime Minister Modi’s talk show 
Mann Ki Baat on the radio, and 
he said all citizens should plant 
trees so that global warming can 
be reduced,” Eiha says. “And 
so I thought about planting a 
tree. The following day, while 
I was watching Motu Patlu, 
they, too, were discussing the 
topic of planting trees and 
keeping our surroundings clean. 
I was now sure that I wanted to 
plant trees.”

She continues, “I went up to 

my parents and insisted that I 
wanted to plant a tree. At first, 
they laughed at my wish, but 
when I persisted, they got me 
a small lemon tree and planted 
it in our garden. I was happy. I 
would water the tree each day 
and watch it grow little by little.”

I want to plant many 
trees, not just one.

“If just one tree was making 
me feel much happier, I 
wondered how planting many 
trees would make me feel,” says 
Eiha. “My parents promised I 
could plant more trees for my 
birthday. We did some research 
and thought about planting 
some trees via a program in 
Meerut named My City My 

Initiative. The program allowed 
us to plant a maximum of 500 
trees and the rest of the trees 
would be handed over to them. 
I wanted to plant all trees by 
myself and watch them grow.

“We did not partner with 
them—instead, we joined a 
Meerut-based medical college 
and planted nearly 1,000 trees 
in the parks surrounding the 
area of Jagruti Vihar, which is 
also the place where I stay.”

Eiha Smile Group
“I could not carry out the task 

of planting trees all by myself. 
I discussed this with my father, 
and he helped me spread the 
word about my campaign among 
other children and friends living 

By Anamika Mishra

Eiha Dixit gets happiness 
from planting trees.

Original

Content

Eiha’s Smile for Trees

16 MAY 2021
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in our neighborhood. With all 
their support, we created the 
Eiha Smile Group!”

She continues, “After the 
formation of this group, we 
appealed to people to grow more 
plants in their gardens. We 
told them that our group would 
help them get plants of their 
choice, help with planting, and 
support them in taking care of 
the plants.”

When seed balls saved 
our household budget

Eiha says that the biggest 
obstacle she faced was the 
procurement of so many plants 
and trees. People had not yet 
started contributing to the 
campaign, and her father could 
not buy between 1,000 and 2,000 
plants again and again. She 
says, “At times, he would buy 
extra plants for me. This would, 
however, upset our household 
budget. I would save all the cash 
that I received as my birthday 
presents and purchase some 
plants myself, but even this 
wasn’t enough.”

Since it was not possible to 
empty her father’s pockets, “I had 
to think of another way to get 

seeds. I started watching videos 
and learned to make seed balls.”

The beauty of seed 
balls

Eiha says, “It is absolutely 
easy to prepare seed balls. 
All you need is to take the 
seeds of a fruit or a vegetable 
and mix them with soil and 
vermicompost, and then make 
small balls of this mixture. 
Then cover these seed balls 
with polythene and store them.” 
Vermicompost is the result of 
using earthworms to decompose 
food waste.

“As and when required, we 
take the seed balls from the 
polythene and moisten them. 
Soon, the seed sprouts and a 
sapling starts to grow. Another 
way I learned was by using the 
stalk of an existing plant. Plants 
like rose or pomegranate can be 
grown by this technique. In this 
way, we have grown around 200 
species of plants including herbs, 
banyan, peepal, neem, etc.”

Scrouging a space to 
store the saplings

After finding solutions to 
get seeds and saplings, Eiha 
was faced with the challenge 
of distributing and storing 
them. “We created a Tree Bank 
together and placed all these 
plants in one spot. Currently, 
the tree bank is inside my 
house, but we are searching for 
another, bigger place. We keep 
the plants prepared via seed 
balls and the plant stalks. We 
also keep plants that people 
leave behind when they move 
homes. We take care of them 
and provide them free of charge 
to people.

“Whoever requires a plant, 
if we have it, we gift it to them. 
I continued this activity even 
during the lockdown with the 
support of my friends. But 
nowadays, I work on it only 
on Sundays.”

Spreading the Green 
Smile

Eiha and her parents host an 
open house on Sundays at their 
home for people who wish to join 
her campaign, where they talk 
about plant donation, taking 
care of plants, and share their 
knowledge related to plants.

Today, Eiha and her friends 
have planted over 2,500 plants 
under this campaign. While 
caring for nature and the 
environment, Eiha says, “Just 
like the way my friends and I 
are caring to the environment’s 
needs, when I grow up, I would 
like to continue contributing 
to my country and help anyone 
in need!”

Highlights Champs is proud 
to know this gallant kid.

17MAY 2021
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Crafts by Kimberly Stoney. Art by Mike Lowery. Photos by Jim Filipski, Guy Cali 
Associates, Inc., except grass by iStock/Getty Images Plus/Duncan_Andison.

Crafts

Nargis
1. Flatten three cupcake 

liners. On each, 
draw a shape 
with three petals. 
Cut them out.

2. Stack and 
arrange them to 
form a circle. Glue 
them together.

3. Glue a mini cupcake liner 
and a pompom on top. Tape 
a paper straw to the back.

Calla Lily
1. Cut a large triangle 

with three equal sides 
from paper. Round 
the points.

2. Tape on a paper straw 
so it aims at one point.

3. Overlap and glue the 
other two points.

4. Fold a pipe cleaner. 
Push it into the straw.

18 MAY 2021
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Poppy
1. Cut out six circles from 

tissue paper. Glue them 
together to form a big circle.

2. Cut out two small chart 
paper circles. Punch a hole in 
each and in the tissue-paper 
circle.

3. Push a pipe cleaner through 
one chart paper circle, then 
the tissue-paper circle, and 
then the other chart paper 
circle. Bend the end.

4. Slide a paper straw onto the 
pipe cleaner. Bend the end.

Daisy
1. Cut out a long strip of 

chart paper. Glue the 
ends together to form a 
loop. Make three more 
loops.

2. Stack and arrange the 
loops to form a circle. 
Glue them together.

3. Add a small chart paper 
circle. Tape a paper 
straw to the back.

Firefly
1. Fold chart paper in half the long way.
2. Starting at the fold, draw a line to make 

a head and body shape. Cut it out.
3. From the scraps, cut out legs and 

antennae. Glue them to the body.
4. Add paper eyes. Tape a glow stick 

to the underside of the fold.

19MAY 2021
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By Carolyn Leiloglou
Art by Tania Rex

Rapunzel 
was ordinary.

Well, an ordinary 
princess, that is. And 
like some children, and 
most princesses, she was 
rather spoiled.

If Rapunzel wanted a purple 
pony, she got it.

If she didn’t care for her 
soup, she still had chocolate 
crêpes for dessert.

And if she didn’t want to go to 
bed or wear matching shoes or 
learn to dance the waltz, well, 
no one was going to make her.

But the one thing Rapunzel 
never, ever, EVER wanted to do 
was have her hair cut!

Rapunzel couldn’t stand 
scissors. She despised their 
metallic gleam. She hid from 
their sharp points. She cringed 
at their snipping sound.

At first, this was no problem. 

Every day, the royal 
hairdressers would plait 
Rapunzel’s golden locks 
into braids.

But Rapunzel’s hair grew 
strangely fast and soon filled 
the princess’s entire bedroom. 
It took the whole morning, and 
every royal hairdresser, to brush 
and braid Rapunzel’s hair.

“Can’t I play yet?” Rapunzel 
would beg.

“Nearly done, Your Highness” 
was the reply that came later 
and later each day.

“Perhaps it wouldn’t take so 
long if—” the queen began.

Rapunzel shook her head.
“A haircut—” the king tried.
“NO!” Rapunzel said.

And that was that.
Soon, Rapunzel’s hair outgrew 

her room. So the princess and 
her things were packed and 
moved to the castle tower. 
Balancing on ladders, the royal 
hairdressers began working 
before sunrise. Rapunzel awoke 
to the tug, tug, tug of brushes.

Rapunzel stared out her 
window as the hairdressers 
finished her braids. Someone 
was whistling. Was it a 
lumberjack marching out 
of the forest?

No, it was a boy carrying a 

Rapunzel’s 
hair 

outgrew 
her room.

A 

Hairy 
Fairy Tale

20 MAY 2021
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lunch sack and a pair of garden 
shears. He was the gardener’s 
new apprentice.

Rapunzel was thrilled to see 
someone her own age. She called 
out and waved.

The boy waved back, then 
scratched his head and trotted 
to the tower. He stared up. “Are 
you stuck?” he asked.

Rapunzel nodded.
“I think I saw a knight back 

a ways,” said the boy. “Want me 
to fetch him? Maybe he could 
defeat whatever it is that has 
trapped you here. A spell? 
A witch?” He glanced around. 
“Or a dragon?”

“Oh no, nothing like that,” 
said Rapunzel. “My parents put 
me here.”

The boy gasped. “Wicked 
stepmother, am I right?”

“Uh, no. I just didn’t fit inside 
the castle anymore.”

The boy stood on his tiptoes, 
trying to get a better view. “Evil 
curse? Is the other half of you a 
giant serpent? You must be huge 
not to fit inside the castle.”

Rapunzel shook her head. “I 
don’t have a wicked stepmother, 
I wasn’t cursed, there’s no witch 
or dragon, and I don’t need a 
knight to rescue me!”

“Then what trapped you in 
the tower?” the boy asked.

“MY HAIR!” said Rapunzel.
“Oh, is that all?” asked the 

boy. “Why don’t you cut it?”
“Because I can’t stand 

scissors.” Rapunzel shivered just 
thinking about them.

The boy placed his shears on 

a tree stump. He plopped to the 
ground and began setting out a 
picnic lunch. “I’ll try to think of 
a way to help,” he said. “I think 
better on a full stomach.”

Rapunzel watched as the boy 
took a bite of his sandwich.

“I’d share, but you can’t get 
down, and I’m scared of heights.”

The boy pulled fruit and 
cookies from his bag. Rapunzel’s 
mouth watered. Maybe she 
wasn’t completely stuck. . . .

She looped one end of a braid 
around the bedpost and 
rappelled down the side of the 
tower until—plop—both feet 
landed on solid ground.

The boy smiled. “An apple 
or a pear?”

Rapunzel walked forward, 
but—tug—her hair yanked her 
back after a couple of steps.

“Argh!” She was tired of being 
trapped by her own hair. Before 
she could change her mind, she 
grabbed her braids and the 
shears—snip.

Rapunzel felt light and 
free! She spun in circles and 
tumbled into the soft grass. 
How wonderful to be rid of all 
that hair. Wouldn’t the royal 
hairdressers be relieved! All 
that time, her parents had 
been right: haircuts weren’t 
so scary.

Finally, she remembered 
the boy. She sat up and 
smiled. “Apple, please.”

“What
trapped 

you in the 
tower?”tower?”tower
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By Anamika Mishra

Eco Bricks for 

a Cleaner Environment

the main problems—until 
recently, piles of garbage were 
heaped around the area, and the 
smell from the drains made the 
lives of the residents 
insufferable. Sadly, the people 
who live there don’t have any 
other place to call home.

The children in these slums 
were forced to live in these dirty 
conditions. Fortunately, a non-

profit organization called SOS 
Children’s Villages (a group of 
people supporting children 
without parental care and 
at-risk families) helped the 
residents improve their living 
conditions. A five-year plan was 
created and a “Family Like 
Care” program was organized, 
supported by SOS.

Under this program, a few 
children are selected from the 
region and are made part of a 
Bal Panchayat (children’s 
parliament), an initiative that 
empowers children from poor 
communities. The main purpose 
is to develop the leadership 
qualities of these children and to 
provide them with the help and 
guidance they need to make their 
homes and surroundings better.

The children selected are 
between the ages of 10 to 17 and 
are trained by the organization. 
After the training, the children 
are given roles in the mock 
government: Prime Minister, 
Education Minister, Health and 
Family Welfare Minister, and so 

The Autopin district, the city 
slum of Tilak Nagar, New Delhi, 
is inhabited mostly by the 
migrant population from to the 
neighboring states of Uttar 
Pradesh, Rajasthan, and Bihar. 
Most of the residents belong to 
the labor class and deal with 
many issues because of their 
socioeconomic status. The 
unhygienic surrounding is one of 

Original
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Eco Bricks for 

a Cleaner Environment

Continued on next page

on, making them responsible for 
the issues in their respective 
departments.

Transforming the slum
A group of 30 children 

undertook a project titled Eco 
Bricks, which has now spread 
across India with the help of 
other children who are members 
of the Bal Panchayat.

The children of the Autopin 
Bal Panchayat had been facing a 
lot of problems because of the 
garbage and the plastic waste in 
their area, and they wanted to 
get rid of the garbage and clean 
up their living space. SOS 
suggested the idea of creating 
Eco Bricks.

For this, the children were 
asked to create awareness about 
the segregation of dry and wet 
waste, and to ensure that plastic 
waste was thrown in the bin. 
They were also asked to collect 
the waste from all the houses 
and complete their own 
segregation of the garbage. The 
used plastic bags and bottles 

were also washed and dried to 
make them reusable.

Studying in grade 11, Health 
Minister Sarita of the Autopin 
Bal Panchayat tells us, “SOS 
trained us on the segregation 
process and also taught us how 
we could get rid of the plastic 
waste through Eco Bricks. We 
liked this idea of creating Eco 
Bricks using plastic bags and 
bottles, as we find a lot here. We 
felt that it was the best way to 
use the waste and make our 
environment cleaner so we 
started working on it. We went 
to each and every house and 
requested they segregate their 
waste and then we collected it.”

How are Eco Bricks 
made?

“Every Saturday we collected 
all the waste and brought it to 
the office,” Sarita says. “Later we 
stuffed the polythene bags in the 
bottles. We continued to do so 
until the bottle was full. It took 
us two to three days to fill up a 
bottle and 6 to 8 months to create 

enough bottles for one bench. 
Once the bottles were ready, we 
used cement to bond them 
together, which made them hard. 
We used more than a thousand 
bottles to build one bench.”

She continues, “Earlier we 
used to find the process very 
difficult, but now we all enjoy 
doing it and we do it during our 
free time. Sometimes when we 
collected waste, people, 
especially kids, made fun of us. 
We felt bad when they called us 
dirty rag-pickers but later, when 
we were praised for the things 
we created with the waste, it 
felt good.”

This project has changed the 
entire look of the Autopin 
district, situated in the 
industrial area of Faridabad. 
Instead of the regular iron 
benches, the area has plastic 
benches that have a seating 
capacity of three people. The 
area also has a plastic road. The 
hard work by the children has 
made the place beautiful.
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children who come to the mobile 
libraries about what they feel 
studying there, they tell us that 
they would love to come daily, 
since they enjoy studying with 
us more than going to school.”

Challenges
The community leaders 

contribute immensely to the 
cause because of the love they 
receive from the children. But 
sometimes, the girls in the 
community face some problems.

Deepika, a community leader, 
says, “We girls are sometimes 
teased by the boys. We can’t tell 
our parents as they may stop 
us from coming to the library. 
We don’t want that so we get 
help from our teachers, who 
solve such issues with the help 
of other community leaders in 
the villages.”

Despite these challenges, 
many more students aspire to 
become mobile community 
leaders.

Currently, there are 21 mobile 
community libraries in Nagla, 
Kalyanpur, Barkidandi, 
Sunkhari, Tapeda, Tikuri, 
Majhela, Jhankat, and other 
surrounding areas in 
Nanakmatta.

During the coronavirus 
lockdown in Udham Singh 
Nagar, Uttarakhand, the 
Nanakmatta Public School 
started a mobile community 
library to ensure the children 
in the locality would have books 
to read.

The school’s students told their 
teachers they were finding it 
difficult to attend online classes 
because their internet connection 
wasn’t very good; moreover, they 
didn’t have access to the books 
in the school library because of 
the lockdown.

Because this is a hilly region, 
internet connections are spotty. 
Many students and others in 
the locality were missing out on 
their studies.

The Mobile 
Community Library

To remedy the situation, the 
teachers and students of 
Nanakmatta Public School 
created a mobile community 
library in Pithoragarh on 
September 9, 2020. The teachers 
appointed about 70 students as 
mentors, who were referred to as 
“community leaders.”

The community leaders—
students from grades 8 through 
10—were allowed to take books 
from the school to their villages 
and set up a mobile library in 
their colony. Then they would 
invite kids around the area to 
spend two hours every day 
reading the books. These leaders 
also encouraged parents whose 
kids were not in school to join 

the library and learn whatever 
they could.

Children teach children
According to the community 

leaders, children are mostly 
interested in reading Hindi 
books. Textbooks aren’t 
circulated, just Hindi storybooks 
and a few English books.

Aanchal, from grade 9, who is 
the community leader of the 
Bengali colony, says, “My 
community library is visited 
daily by at least 15 to 20 
children, from ages 3 to 10. I 
enjoy teaching them because 
sometimes I, too, learn many 
new things from them. When we 
want to take a break, we dance 
or play a sport. Our purpose is 
to keep them interested in 
visiting the library regularly.”

New initiatives
It is important to keep 

teaching the children new 
things so they will continue to 
come to the library.

Riya, another community 
leader, says, “We meet in the 
school every Sunday to keep 
each other updated. We discuss 
the problems faced by us in the 
community libraries, and 
exchange ideas as to what new 
initiatives we could take. We 
share ideas and implement them 
in our way.”

Library vs. school
Aanchal, the community 

leader of the Bengali colony, 
says, “Whenever we ask the 

Mobile Library
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Mystery 
Numbers
Two mystery numbers, represented by          and            , 
work for all four equations. What are the numbers?

 +       = 12

Answers on page 38.

 –     = 6

 x  
          = 27

 ÷     = 3

Double Dogs
By Kristen Browning

Use the clues to sound out the types of dogs 
with double letters in their names.

1.              – t +        – ama +         – p

2.            – s +        – we + d +        – fr

3.        – p +       – ck +      – cli

4.          – eel +          – sh +      – n + t

5.           – oe +            – j +       – ll + g

6.         – ket + s  +       – n    – se + nd

Answers on page 38.

BONUS!
Find the dog with all of these traits:

Long ears
One white foot
A blue collar

Example:             – ool +          – n = Poodle
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Two Retold by Gale Sypher Jacob        
Art by Linh Dao

Long ago, in Japan, there lived two 
young frogs. One frog lived in the city 
of Osaka. The other lived in the city of 
Kyoto. Both frogs wanted to see the 
world beyond their home.

Young 
Frogs
A Japanese Folktale
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One day, Osaka Frog packed rice cakes 
and hopped along the road that runs 
northeast from Osaka to Kyoto.

Kyoto Frog had the same thought on the 
same day. He packed red-bean cakes and 
hopped southwest on the same road to 
see new sights in Osaka.

They met at the top.

Oh, hello! 
Where are you 

going?

I’m 
on my 
way to 
Osaka.

Oh! Osaka is my 
beautiful home city! 

I’m traveling to 
Kyoto.

Kyoto is 
my beautiful 
home city!

I wish I could 
just see Osaka 

from this 
mountain.

Kyoto still 
seems very far away. 

My legs are tired 
from all that hopping. 

And I’m hungry.
Me 
too!

Hours later, the frogs reached a mountain. 
Osaka Frog hopped up one side, and 
Kyoto Frog hopped up the other.

It’s a beautiful 
morning! Today I 
will travel to see 

new sights.

(Continued on 
next page) 
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Then they said good-bye. Osaka Frog hopped southwest, home to 
Osaka. Kyoto Frog hopped northeast, home to Kyoto. Silly frogs!

The two frogs shared their remaining 
red-bean and rice cakes.

Alas, they hadn’t thought about which way 
to look. Osaka Frog looked southwest, 
where he had started. Kyoto Frog looked 
northeast, where he had started.

The two frogs stood back to back on their 
hind legs, with their arms locked. They 
stretched higher and higher until they saw 
the two cities in the distance.

I have an idea. 
If we stand and 

stretch, then I could 
see Kyoto and you 
could see Osaka.

Osaka looks 
just like Kyoto! 

Not worth 
hopping all 
that way.

Yes! Let’s stand 
back to back and 
lock our arms to 
help us balance!

Is that 
Kyoto? Nothing 
new there. It 
looks just like 

Osaka!

(Continued from page 27)
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Shopping for Produce Paws and 
Think

  What are different people 
doing in this scene?

  Which of these fruits and 
vegetables could be grown 
close to where you live?
Which would have to be 
transported from far away?
  Why do you think stores 
sometimes offer sale prices 
on certain items?

  What are your favorite fruits 
and vegetables? Which fruits 
or vegetables would you need 
to make your favorite meal?

So many 
scents!

 Art by   David   Coulson  .
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Stumped By Chris Low
Art by Michelle Simpson

Daksh looked at the old 
sneaker carefully. He turned it 
over in his hand and examined 
the rubber sole.

“Are you about to eat my 
shoe?” Riyaan asked. He was 
hopping in place, one foot 
dangling over the blacktop.

“Your lost wallet is probably 
near the monkey bars,” Daksh 
said as he handed the shoe back.

“Really?!” Riyaan shoved his 
foot back into the sneaker. 

“Riyaan!” one of them yelled. 
“I found your wallet! It was 
under the monkey bars!”

Riyaan’s eyes went wide, 
but Daksh only shrugged and 
delivered his trademark slogan: 
“The truth always comes out.”

For Daksh, the truth was like 
buried treasure just waiting for 
someone to dig it up. And Daksh 
was good at digging. He had a 
hard-earned reputation as the 
best detective in fourth grade.

Daksh had barely made it 
across the playground before 
someone else was calling him. 
It was Jinal. “Daksh! I have a 
new case for you!”

“What’s going on?” he asked 
as Jinal caught up.

“It’s Chetak Patil,” Jinal said. 
“His parents picked him up 
early on Monday, and he hasn’t 
been in school since. He didn’t 
have a cold and never said 
anything about a vacation. 
Where do you think he is?”

“Your wallet 
was under 
the monkey 

bars!”

“How can you know that?”
“Your shoe smells like red 

pine,” Daksh said. “And there’s 
only one red-pine tree. Next to 
the monkey bars. If you were 
hanging upside down, your 
wallet could have fallen out of 
your pocket.”

“You can’t really think that 
one clue—”

But Riyaan was interrupted 
by a small crowd of kids running 
over from the school playground.
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Daksh tackled the new case 
with his usual attention to 
detail. He made observations, 
conducted interviews, and 
connected information until 
puzzle pieces fit together.

But things weren’t going so 
smoothly in the case of Chetak 
Patil. Even after a lot of 
investigating, the clues still 
seemed to have nothing to do 
with each other.

Someone had seen Chetak’s 
mom driving around town with 
balloons in her car.

Another student overheard 
Chetak talking to a teacher 
about a waiting room, but she 
couldn’t remember which 
teacher or which waiting room.

And Daksh’s interview with 
Chetak’s bus driver didn’t 
exactly crack the case wide open 
either. “Haven’t seen him since 
Monday morning” was all the 
driver said as he fiddled with 
the radio.

Daksh thanked the driver 
and walked back to his own 
bus. On the ride home, he closed 
his eyes and mentally tacked 
clues to the evidence board 
in his mind.

What did balloons, a waiting 
room, and getting picked up 
from school all have in common? 
It wasn’t Chetak’s birthday. And 
lots of places had waiting rooms, 
but there were only a few 
where you’d bring balloons. 
He imagined himself digging 
deep, and suddenly the shovel 
struck something solid.

Daksh pulled out his notebook. 
He scribbled the 
word hospital and then circled 
it. Chetak had gone to a hospital. 
But why? Was someone in his 
family sick or hurt? Daksh had 
the odd feeling he was peering 
into Chetak’s private life. This 
wasn’t exactly a lost wallet. He 
decided not to dig anymore.

Jinal was waiting at Daksh’s 
desk the next morning. “So?” she 
asked. “Did you crack the case?”

Daksh thought about the 
notebook in his backpack, the 

word with a big circle around 
it. “Sorry,” Daksh said. “Not 
really sure about this one. 
I guess I’m stumped.”

“Detective Daksh is 
stumped?” Jinal wrinkled 
her nose in disbelief.

Stumped.
Daksh was wondering 

whether his detective days 
were over when there was 
a rush of excitement at the 
classroom door. Chetak Patil was 
walking into class.

“Chetak!” someone shouted. 
“Where were you?”

Daksh watched Chetak 
carefully, feeling sorry for him. 
It was no fun sharing bad news 
with everyone in your class at 
once. But then the strangest 
thing happened. Chetak smiled.

“My aunt had a baby!” Chetak 
said. “I got to see them at the 
hospital, and then my mom let 
me stay home to help around 
the house for a day.”

“A baby!” Jinal shouted as she 
looked back at Daksh. “No one 
would have guessed that.”

“I guess not.” Daksh shrugged 
and smiled. “But the truth 
always comes out.”

This wasn’t exactly 
a lost wallet. He 
decided not to dig 
anymore.

“Chetak! 
Where were 
you?”
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Make a “Scene”!
By Cheryl Solimini  •  Art by Mike Lowery

These improv games will get you and your friends laughing.

Something funny is going 
on. And it’s called improv, or 
improvisational comedy. That’s 
when two or more people (a 
“troupe”) act out a scene. Unlike 
stand-up comedians and actors, 
improvisers don’t memorize or 
practice lines. Everything is 

Improv is like a conversation. 
You never know what the other 
person will say next. Don’t think 
twice, and don’t try too hard to 
be funny. The first thing that 
pops into your head can steer 
the story in a fun direction.

Jump in with these games 
suggested by teachers at the 
After School Laughter School at 

the ImprovBoston theater in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts.

made up on the spot. And 
anyone (yes, you!) can do it.

A scene often starts from a 
suggestion. Someone might 
name a place, a thing, or an 
emotion. One person starts with 
a sentence or an action. Another 
person joins in, then anyone can 
come and go in the scene.
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Rules to Play By
Before starting, set guidelines 

that make everyone feel 
comfortable and respected.
Otherwise, improv has very few 
rules, and here they are:

YES, LET’S!
Someone calls out “Hey, 

everyone! Let’s . . .” and makes 
a suggestion for an activity, such 
as “. . . ride pogo sticks,” and 
pretends to do that. Everyone 
shouts “Yes, let’s!” and joins in 
pogo-sticking, until someone else 
says “Hey, everyone! Let’s . . .” 
and makes another suggestion. 
Play until everyone has started 
a different activity.

WORLD’S WORST
Someone names a job, and 

a player starts to act out the 
“world’s worst” version of that 
occupation. For example, if the 
job is dentist, the player might 
look into another person’s ear 
and say “Open wide!” Everyone 
takes a turn as the “bad” dentist, 
and the last player suggests 
another occupation.

ZIP ZAP ZOP!
This warm-up game helps 

you connect with your troupe. 
Standing in a circle, everyone 
says “Zip zap zop!” together. 
Then one player claps and points 
to another player while saying 
“Zip!” That person claps and 
points to someone else while 
saying “Zap!” That person passes 
it on with a “Zop!” Players repeat 
the sequence, faster and faster. 
Try to make eye contact each 
time you point. If anyone misses 
a zop or a zap, just start again 
from zip, until everyone has 
zip-zap-zopped at least once.

1. Say “yes”! If your friend says 
“I’m a robot” then, yes, he is a 
robot. Anyone’s idea is a good 
one, without judgment.

2. Add an “and.” Take your 
friend’s idea a step further. Add 
new information or characters.

3. Listen closely. A word or an 
action could spark an idea—
for that moment or for later 
in the scene.

4. Trust your troupe—
and yourself. There are 
no “mistakes” in improv,
only “gifts.”

5. Have fun!
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Your Own 
Pages

Songs
You and me

hearing songs
you and me

hearing songs
in the car

in a theater
in your house
you and me

hearing songs
you and me

hearing songs
in a bus

in a house
in a hotel.
You and I

will hear songs
wherever we go!

Westley Loy, Age 7

Bunnies, bunnies jumping round,
eating pellets off the ground.
Nibble, nibble, nibble, nibble.
Bunnies, bunnies are so sweet.
They will go in their hutch
only if you give them something to eat!
Nibble, nibble, nibble, nibble.

Caleb Meeds, Age 7

Lockers
26-19-8

Well, this is just great!
26-19-8

I’m gonna be so late!
26-19-8

Oh! What a horrible fate!
26-19-8

This locker is making me irate!

26-19-9

Click! Wow! It worked! Sublime!

26-19-9

I think I have just enough time!

Lizzie Kurth, Age 12

Be Yourself

Be yourself even if you’re wacky,

whether you like kooky,

spooky,

or tacky.

Whether you’re named Ava, Moe, or Lee,

Just say to yourself,

“Just be me.”
Anya Casey, Age 8

Throw the ball.
The creature 

dashes
from behind the 

shed.
A black bullet
back into my 

arms,
my dog.
Joshua Wilburt, Age 10Siddharth Tambe, Age 14

Pallavi Negi, Age 10

Vihaan Dharkar, Age 6
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Share Your 
Creative Work

We’d love to see it!
Art must be on unlined paper.
Poems must have fewer than

75 words. All submissions 
must be created by you.

Include your name, age, 
and address. Mail to

 We cannot
return your

work, so you 
might want to 
keep a copy.

A-4, Shriram Industrial Estate,
Wadala, Mumbai-400031,

Maharashtra

Night
Darkness creeps into my room.
TICKTOCK! the clock yells as 

I close my eyes. . . .
WOOF-WOOF! barks my dog, 

calling me to stay awake 
a little longer. . . .

“OH MAN!” my brother bellows 
as he plays his game. . . .

TICKTOCK WOOF-WOOF 
“OH MAN!”

The night echoes back the 
sounds as I lie in bed, 
restlessly trying to sleep.

Silent darkness takes me 
into a dream. . . .

RING RING! calls my alarm. 
Did I ever even sleep?

Elizabeth Hall, Age 11

A Letter by My 22-Year-Old Self

You’ve gone through life at a significant pace,

not a walk, not a race.

Ten years ago, life was slow,

now it all f lies by.

Most of the questions you asked were “Why?”

You were sitting at your desk,

thinking of rhymes.

Now for college, you’re saving up dimes.

Time has gone by so very fast.

What can you do to make it last?

Be sure to use it wisely.

Monroe Thiery, Age 12

Lockers
26-19-8

Well, this is just great!
26-19-8

I’m gonna be so late!
26-19-8

Oh! What a horrible fate!
26-19-8

This locker is making me irate!

26-19-9

Click! Wow! It worked! Sublime!

26-19-9

I think I have just enough time!

Lizzie Kurth, Age 12

Flowers in a vase
just in case
you need to smile
for a while.

Chloe Crouch, Age 8

A Letter by My 22-Year-Old Self

Lizzie Kurth, Age 12

Avani jain, Age 11  

Pavit Singh, Age 7

Avni Sodhi, Age 9

Grishma D. Vasisht, Age 9
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This relaxed 
male chameleon 
has green skin 

with dark 
stripes.

Scientists discovered how the lizard changes colors. By Linda Zajac

An emerald-green chameleon 
with dark stripes creeps along 
the twiggy branch of a tree 
in Madagascar. As it climbs, 
it meets a female. To attract 
her, the male undergoes a 
dramatic change: it turns 
bright-orange.

When a male chameleon 
meets a female or defends his 
territory from another male, 
he rapidly changes colors. 
“It’s their social signal,” says 
Dr. Jérémie Teyssier. “They 
change color to impress.”

Dr. Teyssier is part of a 
research team led by Dr. Michel 
Milinkovitch at the University 
of Geneva, Switzerland. They 
wanted to know how the lizards 

change colors. “It’s a 
mystery,” Dr. Teyssier says.

To study the change, the 
researchers collected a small 
skin sample. In it, they found 
complex layers of skin. One 
layer had yellow coloring, or 
pigment, mixed with tiny 
photonic crystals.

The crystals are called 
photonic because they can 
change the colors of light. (The 
first part of the word photonic 
means “light.”) White light 
contains all the colors of the 
rainbow. When light ref lects off 
a photonic crystal, the crystal 
cancels out some colors, so we 
don’t see them. The crystal also 
makes other colors brighter. 
Green beetles and blue peacock 
feathers get their shimmering 

colors from photonic crystals. 
“In general, blue and green in 
nature indicate an animal has 
these crystals,” says Dr. Teyssier.

The researchers thought the 
skin was mixing colors of light 
the way an artist mixes paints. 
Yellow light added to blue light 
makes green light, for example.

The researchers wanted to 
separate the colors of light that 
changed from those that stayed 
the same. They recorded a video 
of male chameleons as they 
changed colors. The lizards’ 
green skin turned yellow-
orange. Then the team filtered 
out all the colors that had not 

Photos by Nature Picture Library/Alamy Stock Photo, except 
background by iStock/Getty Images Plus/wasan prunglampoo.

Chill out,
Earl.

Showing Off?
Chameleons can’t match 

every background. Their 

dull colors help them blend 

into the forest. But they 

really brighten up when 

they interact with other 

chameleons.
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When he 
competes 

for territory 
with another 

male, the 
green skin 

turns 
yellow-orange.

changed. The leftover colors 
were from photonic crystals. 
“Although the animal went from 
green to orange, the photonic 
crystals went from blue to red,” 
says Dr. Teyssier.

Now they understood how the 
colors were mixed. Yellow from 
pigments plus blue from crystals 
make green. When the crystals 
change from blue to red, the 

same yellow mixes with the red 
and makes orange. “I didn’t 
expect it to be so impressive,” 
says Dr. Teyssier.

But how did the crystals 
change color? Scientists know 
that the spacing between 
photonic crystals determines 
which colors they ref lect. Could 
the chameleon change its color 
just by moving the crystals 
closer together or farther apart?

To find out, the researchers 
studied the change as it 
happened. They started with a 
skin sample in an excited state. 
The team made the skin shrink 
and relax by putting it into salty 
water. The skin changed color.

Next, to see the tiny photonic 

 You’re on 
my favorite 

branch!

crystals, the team used a 
microscope that is about 2,000 
times more powerful than an 
ordinary one. When the skin was 
yellow-orange, the crystals were 
spread apart and ref lected red 
light. As the skin shrank, the 
crystals crowded together and 
began to ref lect blue light.

So the crystals can move, 
ref lecting different colors. Those 
colors mix with other colors in 
the skin to create the dramatic 
color changes.

The researchers still have 
questions. “What causes the 
photonic crystals to move 
farther apart?” Dr. Teyssier 
asks. “We don’t know.”

“I didn’t expect it 
to be so impressive,” 

says Dr. Teyssier.
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Answers

1

2

4

8

5

3

9

7

6

1

3

Answers
5

Answers

Tongue Twister

Seventeen slimy salamanders solemnly 
slurped several silver seaweed smoothies.

Mary Russell
Age 10

RIDDLES
What did the big flower 
say to the little flower?

Arshiya Singh

What does a monkey use 

to cover a scratch?
Ellie Bledsoe

What do you call 
a tiny unicorn?

Julian Derossett

What do you get when 

you cross a snail 
with a jelly bean?

Brenna Walter

Why did 

the baker 

Breslynn Weber

How do lighthouse 
keepers communicate?

Oliver Doty

How do you put a baby 
space alien to sleep?

Quinn Hamilton

What is a bird’s favorite country?
Roxy

How funny is a joke 

about a mountain?
Alexis Derrer

1. Hi, bud! 2. A bananadage. 
3. A puny-corn. 4. A shelly bean. 5. He kneaded 
a snack. 6. With shine language. 
7. You rocket. 8. The Featherlands. 
9. Hill-arious.

bake 
some bread?

Covers: Sweet! by Shiloh Gordon; What’s Wrong? by Chuck Dillon
Illustration credits: Page 2: Kevin Zimmer, Mango Mania by Sonal, World Press Freedom Day by freepik.com; 

11: freepik.com; 12–13: (clouds) iStock/Getty Images/anuwat meereewee; 15: Jokes by Rich Powell, “Yo-Yo” by 

Angie Jones; 25: Double Dogs by Jimmy Holder, Mystery Numbers by Gina Perry; 38: Joey Ellis; 39: Erin 

Mauterer. Photo credits: Page 2: (cheese) E+/Getty Images/gaffera, (child laughing) Shutterstock/Pixel-Shot, 

(dog) iStock/Getty Images/cynoclub, (child waving) Shutterstock/Luis Molinero; 12: iStock/Getty 

Images/IvonneW; 32–33: Omar Sharif; 39: (umbrella) iStock/Getty Images/allsee, (soup) iStock/

Getty Images/skodonnell, (turtle) E+/Getty Images/MediaProduction, (child) iStock/Getty Images/

AaronAmat, (hand) iStock/Getty Images/35mmf2, (pie) E+/Getty Images/grandriver, (magnifying 

glass) iStock/Getty Images/mrgao, (dog) iStock/Getty Images/damedeeso.

9
How funny is a joke 

about a mountain

 A bananadage.
 A shelly bean.5. He kneaded 

 With shine language.
 The Featherlands  The Featherlands.

page 2
Mango Mania

4.
1.

3.
6.

5.

2.

Mystery Photo—
Swiss cheese.

page 25
Double Dogs
1. Collie. 
2. Bulldog. 
3. Mastiff. 
4. Whippet. 
5. Sheepdog. 
6. Basset hound.

BONUS!

Mystery Numbers
       = 9 .           = 3.

page 43
Picture Puzzler

BONUS! POPCORN.

PAGE: 38
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Now I’m 
faster than 
the hare!

OOPS!

Now I
faster than 
the harethe hare

m 
faster than 
the harethe hare!!

 SMALLEST 

W

hat is the

LANDMARK 
you’ve ever 

seen?

Ta
ke

 y
o

ur
 

b
ra

in
 o

n
 a

 h
ik

e!
 

ST
AR

T
What’s a trait an animal has 
THAT YOU WISH YOU HAD?

As a kid, 
what 

freedoms do 
you have?

WHAT 
LIMITS DO 

YOU HAVE?

Is it If you could 
change one 

thing in history, 
what would you 

change?

THE 
END

What 

have you 

learned 

by making 

mistakes?

How 

N
am

e a fo
o

d
 th

at lo
oks different when you buy it than when you eat it.

is a 
hat 

like an 
umbrella?

easier to 
SING 

or to 
WHISTLE? 
Why?

Name some 
things you push.

What kinds of 
things do you want 

to discover? 

Which foods 
can have 

different kinds 

of fillings?

SMALLEST

W

hat is the

LANDMARK
you’ve ever 

seen?
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Ask 
ArizonaArizona

What I Learned 
from a Mama Bird
By Lissa Rovetch  •  Art by Amanda Morley

Every time I try to write a story or draw a picture, I just end up staring at my paper. How do people make something out of nothing?—No Ideas in Indore

Dear No Ideas,
I know what you mean. I once 

spent so long trying to decide 
what to paint that my friend 
Mareya looked at my white 
canvas and said, “You could just 
call it a snowstorm.”

Last year, I waited until 
the day before Mother’s Day to 
make my gift. I was hanging out 
with my little brother and sister 
while my mom worked at the 
family grocery store and my dad 
did some projects in the yard.

“Want to see what we made 
Mom at school?” asked Indi, 
pulling a piece of artwork out of 
her backpack. “We painted our 
hands, then put our hands on 
the paper.”

“We added leaves to turn our 
prints into f lowers,” said Tex.

“Cool,” I said. “Maybe I should 
paint something for Mom.”

“I can help you!” said Tex.
“Me too,” said Indi.
As soon as I took out 

the art supplies, Tex and 
Indi got to work on more 
handprint paintings.

“That looks fun,” I said, “but 
please don’t touch anything.”

Too late. I was soon scrubbing 
paint from chairs, cups, and 
cats. “From now on, we’re using 
brushes!” I said.

“OK,” said Tex as he helped 
scrub. “But how come you’re not 
painting yet?”

“Well, for one thing, I’ve been 
busy cleaning up this mess,” I 
said. “And for another . . . I can’t 
think of anything to paint.”

“Mom always likes nice 
words,” said Indi. “Maybe you 
could write something instead.”

“It’s worth a try,” I said.

Tex and Indi were done 
painting, so they ran outside 
to play in the yard. You’d think 
that the silence would have 
helped me come up with the 
perfect words for my mom. But 
the harder I tried, the harder it 
became. To make matters worse, 
my goofy cat Charlie jumped 
onto my lap. And even though I’d 
washed the paint off his paws, 
he still had some on his tail.

“’Zona! ’Zona!” Tex ran into 
the house. “Come outside!”

“Just a minute,” I said. “I 
have to wash Charlie off.”

“But you have to come now!” 

The harder I tried 
to think of what 

to write, the 
harder it became.

“How 
come 
you’re 
not 
painting 
yet?”
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Indi called. “We found something 
amazing. Come look! Come look!”

They led me to our old apple 
tree by the back fence.

“Shhh,” Tex whispered, 
pointing at a low branch. A nest 
held three baby birds, sweet and 
tiny and full of springtime life.

“This really is incredible,” 
I said. “Thanks for showing me.”

Indi pointed. “Their mommy!”
We watched in amazement as 

the mama bird brought food to 
her hungry babies.

“She sure is taking good care of 
her little birds,” I whispered.

“She has three kids like our 
mom has three kids!” said Tex.

“That’s it!” I said. “You just 
gave me the answer.”

I ran inside to grab art stuff 
and then back outside to draw. 
I drew and looked, and looked and 
drew, trying not to worry about 
making things perfect. As I drew, 
a poem was forming in my mind, 
so I started writing. Here’s how 
the poem turned out:

Dear Mom, you are the 
very best

at making us a cozy nest.
You give us food and love 

and song
with so much kindness 

all day long.
And when our wings are 

good and strong,
we’ll soar into the sky.
We showed our mom the nest 

as soon as she got home. And we 
ended up giving her our Mother’s 
Day presents a day early.

“What a magical surprise!” she 
said, wrapping her arms around 
all of us. “You three are the best 
little chicks a mama could ever 
ask for!”

So, dear No Ideas, I discovered 
three important things:

1. If you can’t think of what 
to draw or write about, 
it helps to look at a real 
object, animal, or person. 
Finding inspiration in 
real life can be easier than 

trying to invent something 
out of thin air.

2. It’s important to relax 
and not worry about 
being perfect.

3. It’s probably wayyyy easier 
to get paint out of your 
cat’s fur if you wash it out 
right away.

Ciao for now,

Arizona

“That’s it!” I said. 
“You just gave me 

the answer.”

“She sure is taking 
good care of her 

little birds.” 
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Dear 
Highlights

I forgot to feed 
our chickens. 
Now my dad 
won’t let me play 
with them.

Aaron (by e-mail)

Your dad is trying to teach you how important it is to take 
care of the chickens. Pets and farm animals depend on their 
owners to feed them. They can’t get food for themselves.

It may help to talk this over with your dad. But first, think 
of ways you can be more responsible. For example, you might 
make a chore chart that lists everything you need to do. 
Tackling your chores without being reminded is a great way 
to show that you are becoming more mature.

Apologize to your dad and tell him you want to do better. 
He might not let you play with the chickens right away. But 
when he sees you becoming more responsible, he may 
change his mind.

Are Goofus and Gallant 
(page 10) the same person, 
twins, or just friends?

Hannah

It’s a little bit of a mystery! 
Back when the feature first 
began, Goofus and Gallant were 
not even kids; they were elves 
with pointy ears! Today, they look 
slightly different from each other 
and are shown with different 
parents. But we also say “There’s 
some of Goofus and Gallant in 

us all. When the Gallant shines through, we show our best self.” 
Whether the characters are elves or kids or two sides of the same 
person, the idea is to show two different ways we can choose to 
act in a situation—the Goofus way or the Gallant way. We hope 
that people will choose the Gallant way.

My brother, Caleb, uses 
two knives to make 
peanut-butter-and-jelly 
sandwiches, but I use 
only one.

Christa

You might ask Caleb why he 
uses two knives. For example, 
maybe he has a friend with 
a peanut allergy, and he has 
learned that using two knives 
is a way to keep peanut butter 
out of the jelly jar. Listen closely 
to Caleb’s answer. By hearing 
his explanation, you may come 
to understand him better.

Often, there are several ways 
to do something. When eating 
dinner, some kids eat one type 
of food at a time, and others 
like to mix everything together. 
Neither one is wrong.

When people do things 
differently than you do, try to 
understand why. You might 
even find a new way that works 
well for you. More importantly, 
you may see that they are doing 
what works best for them. Each 
person has a different way of 
viewing the world. Trying to 
understand others’ point of 
view helps us grow in empathy.

Art by Keith Frawley.

Write to us!
Please include your name, age,

and full address. Mail to

A-4, Shriram Industrial Estate,
Wadala, Mumbai-400031,

Maharashtra
For queries, email: 

highlightschamps@delhipress.in 
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Picture Puzzler Art by Uijung Kim

Find the patterns below in the grid.

Answers on page 38.

BONUS!
Unscramble the letters to answer this riddle:What does a unicorn 

call its father?
NOPPROC1

2

3

4

5

6
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